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Over the course of the subsequent units, we will discuss the history of modern computers, analyze in detail each of the major
components of an operating system (from processes to threads), and explore more advanced topics in the field, including memory
management and file input/output. The class will conclude with a discussion of various system-related security issues.Â We will
conclude this module with a discussion of the modern Operating Systems and devices that we are familiar with. Completing this unit
should take you approximately 19 hours. Unit 2: Processes and Threads. We will discuss two central building blocks of modern
operating systems: Processes and Threads. Files in Unix System are organized into multi-level hierarchy structure known as a directory
tree. At the very top of the file system is a directory called â€œrootâ€ which is represented by a â€œ/â€. All other files are
â€œdescendantsâ€ of root. Directories or Files and their description â€“. / : The slash / character alone denotes the root of the
filesystem tree.Â 5. Sockets â€“ A Unix socket (or Inter-process communication socket) is a special file which allows for advanced interprocess communication. A Unix Socket is used in a client-server application framework. In essence, it is a stream of data, very similar to
network stream (and network sockets), but all the transactions are local to the filesystem. For more than twenty years, serious C
programmers have relied on one book for practical, in-depth knowledge of the programming interfaces that drive the UNIX and Linux
kernels: W. Richard Stevensâ€™ Advanced Programming in the UNIXÂ® Environment. Now, once again, Richâ€™s colleague Steve
Rago has thoroughly updated this classic work.Â Building on Richâ€™s pioneering work, he begins with files, directories, and
processes, carefully laying the groundwork for more advanced techniques, such as signal handling and terminal I/O. He also thoroughly
covers threads and multithreaded programming, and socket-based IPC.Â Now updated for todayâ€™s systems, this third edition will be
even more valuable. Table of Contents. About This eBook. Title Page. Copyright Page.

